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All dressed up with nowhere to go!
WITH Australia’s international borders closed and Melbourne continuing to endure lockdown, never a truer 

word was spoken. But despite the gruelling conditions, the travel industry was in its characteristic upbeat 
form, taking the opportunity to dress up in celebration of the 2020 Travel Daily Awards this week.

InterContinental Hotels Group also joined the party, providing a prize for the Best Dressed participant in the 
form of a 50,000 point loyalty voucher - which can be redeemed for a stay 
of at least one night at most of its locations across Australia. The prize also 
includes an upgrade to IHG Rewards Gold Club Status. 

As some of the entries pictured here clearly show, the decision was very 
tricky for our judging panel but in the end the creation of a customised 
Travel Daily Awards Zoom background by Walter Nand of Unique Cruises 
(pictured right) saw him taking home the bacon. Thanks everyone for your 
enthusiastic participation - we really do appreciate your efforts!

More pics from the day at awards.traveldaily.com.au.

TRUDI Sheppard from ATG shows 
off her glam-iso ensemble.

ANDREA Massaro, Sales Manager for Trafalgar, Costsaver, AAT Kings and Inspiring Journeys celebrated with #1 Ambassador Jax.EMILY Kadinski from itravel 
Carlingford ready to party!

THE Club Med team made a day of it, celebrating the awards all in white.

Friday 2nd October 2020

IT WAS business on top, party on the bottom for Platinum Travel 
Corporation’s Andrew Buerckner, whose lily-white lockdown legs 
prompted plenty of feedback when he posted them on Linkedin.

MELINDA Wouda from Globus even wore a bedazzled mask for the awards as she celebrated despite a 5km isolation restriction in Melbourne.

A VERY stylish Alex 
Obleschuk from Tour Atlas 
said “it was fab to put on 
some lippie, jewellery and a 
fancy top” for the awards.

TRAFALGAR’S Katrina Barry 
kicking up her heels in style.
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